Broadway Tower
Introduction
Welcome to the micro game of building the smallest
castle in the world.
Each turn you'll have two workers that will advance
on an action table and execute an available free
action.
The goal of the players is to build sections in the
tower and by that accumulate victory points. They
players can also build up to two small building that
will aid them in the process.
Components
1 Storage & Action card per player (5 cards)
1 Tower card per player (5 cards)
3 Action cards
1 Village resources card
4 Resource marker + 1 build marker + 2 workers per
player (35 markers)
2 Black town resource markers
1 First player marker
Game resources icons:

Wood

Brick

Metal

Glass

Tower card

Action card

Game setup
Place the 3 Action cards and the Village resources
card in the middle so all players can see and reach
them.
On the Village resource card mark '2' woods, and '2'
bricks with the black markers.
Each player take a Storage & Action card and
randomly select a Tower card.
Place 4 markers on the Storage card. Woods and
Bricks on '1' and metal and glass '0'.
Select a first player at random.
Game turn
Each player secretly assign his two workers secretly
on his player mat.
Once all players finish placing their workers they
simultaneously reveal their selected actions. The
different effectiveness of the workers is decided
based on the number of workers allocated and the
number of players. For each action there is an Action
card with the table that specify the results.
Starting with the first player each player does his
workers actions based on his ability according to the
worker action table. The player can execute the
worker actions in which order he wants.
Once all actions are executed the starting player adds
resources to the Village resources.

Actions:

Builder
Cards:

Village Storage card

Carrier

Trader

Storage & Action card

Trader:
Gives the ability to trade resources:
1 wood → 1 brick
1 brick → 1 wood
2 brick → 1 metal
3 wood → 1 glass
Based on the number of traders and number of
players there might be other effects according to the
following table:
2
3
4
5
1-2

-

1-2

-

1

-1

1

-1

3-4

+1

3-5

+1

2-3

-

2-4

-

-

-

6

+2

4-7

+1

5-8

+1

-

-

-

-

8

+2

9-10

+2

- : no change to the ratio
+1: need to add +1 brick or wood to the trade (for
example 2 wood → 1 brick, 4 wood → 1 glass)
+2: need to add +2 brick or wood to the trade.
-1: will gain extra brick or wood, the type that is not
traded (for example 3 wood → 1 glass + 1 brick)

The Castle markers are moved from lower sections to
higher as the building of the castle advance.
Example: The player reached a point where he has
one resource of each type and prefers to build the
section with the metal/wood/bricks but he can't since
the sections must be built in order. The player pays
one glass and one wood and build that section.

The worker action is taking the resources from the
player storage and replacing then with the new
resource, marking that correctly on the storage area.
Example: In a two player game 3 traders were
selected (2 by one player, and 1 by the second
player). The second player traded 2 wood for 1 brick.
The 1 extra wood was needed because of the +1.

The player pays one glass and one wood and build
that section.
Builder:
The builder can build castle
sections. Each section is marked
with the resources cost. The castle
sections must be built in order
from bottom to top and from left
to right, as shown in the image.
If the two workers are allocated to
build the same Castle section one
less resource is needed (wood or
brick only).
The section that is built is marked so he knows which
section he need to build next.
Based on the number of builders and number of
players there might be other effects according to the
following table:
2

3

4

5

1-2

-

1-2

-

1

-1

1

-1

3-4

+1

3-5

+1

2-3

-

2-4

-

-

-

6

+2

4-7

+1

5-8

+1

-

-

-

-

8

+2

9-10

+2

- : no change to the building
+1: need to add +1 brick or wood to each builder.
+2: need to add +2 brick or wood to each builder.
-1: can reduce one brick or wood to each builder.
The builder action is done by paying the resources
and marking the building or castle section as built.

Carrier:
The worker can carries 2 resources from the town
storage to his storage. It can be any combination of
wood and brick as long as there are in the town
storage.
Reduce the taken resources from the town by moving
the markers down, and add the resources in the
player card. The player can not have more then 5
resources in his storage (unless he built extra
storage).
Based on the number of porters and number of
players there might be other effects according to the
following table:
2

3

4

5

1-2

(+1)

1-2

(+1)

1

+1

1

+1

3-4

-1/(+1)

3-5

-1/(+1)

2-3

(+1)

2-4

(+1)

-

-

6

-1/(+2)

4-7

-1/(+1)

5-8

-1/(+1)

-

-

-

-

8

-1/(+2)

9-10

-1/(+2)

The effects are divided into two sections
Number without parenthesis:
+1: The porter can take 3 resources.
-1: The porter can take only 1 resource.
Number in parenthesis
(+1): Add a resource that was not taken by porter to
the town resources. If the porter took 1 brick and 1
wood, then don't add any resource.
(+2): Add 2 resources from the type not taken by the
porter.
If there are not enough resources for the porter then
he can not change role and does not gain anything
else instead the resources lost.
Executing the porter action is reducing/adding
resources from the town resources and adding them
to the player resources.
Example: 4 Players, 2 played porters, the player
wants to transfer wood to his storage.

The player adds one wood to his storage (and reduce
one from the town storage), but needs also to add
one brick to the town storage.

The workers actions are executed one at a time in
player order starting with the first player. Once all
players are done executing the their workers actions
the starting player add resources to the Village
resources: 2 resources to the Village resources (1
resource in 2-3 players game).
If the Village resources are full (5 & 5) then the
village sells them to the trader and they are reduced
to '2' woods and '2' bricks.
When the turn is over and the first player marker is
moved to the player on the left of the current first
player.
Game End
The game ends as soon as the first player is done
building his castle. This player is the winner. In case
more then one player finish the castle the same turn,

the player with more resource value in his storage
win (wood, brick = 1, metal = 2, glass = 3).
Graphics:
Icons used are from game-icons.net. The icons were
inverted.

